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Giovanna Fletcher : Billy and Me: A Novel before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would be worth
my time, and all praised Billy and Me: A Novel:
2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Great Chic LitBy Cathy PowellI waited months for this to be
released in the US, but when I realized it wasn't going to happen any time soon, I found a new and very inexpensive
copy from a British store here on . It was worth the wait. It's good, standard chic lit, which is exacy what I was
wanting (every book nerd needs a guilty pleasure!). It has its cheesy moments, but it's written well and gives a nice
insight to celebrity life that I feel must be pretty accurate given the author's occupation and that she's married to a
member of McFly (their band name makes me want to kick something - wtc??). If you want something to stimulate
your brain or inspire you to sell all your possessions and live as a hermit in the Appalaichains, look somewhere else.
However, if you just want to escape for a while with a quick and easy read, this book will do very nicely.0 of 0 people
found the following review helpful. A book so lovely and deserves a nice review, I hope mine is soBy Danny SevillaIt
has been a week where I have not been in good health but all I eased my pain and made ??me feel good was to read''
Billy and Me'' at night. I've never been a person who loves books, but thanks to Giovanna and a good friend of
University, I decided that from this year I start reading, and I have to say I love it!In my life I have a favorite book
which is "Harry Potter", but now I can add to my list "Billy and Me" no first or second, is a list that is etched in my
heart. The story of Sophie and Billy made ??me think a lot about the ideas I had from childhood, thanks to television
to radio or magazines these ideas were in my mind until now. One of the ideas that most stood out was that all the
famous people were married, be in a relationship or even be friends with FAMOUS PEOPLE.Until I read this
incredible book and made me realize that is not true or it could not be true, a famous person can love a person not
living that lifestyle or be a friend; clear that I will not deny that all we would be happy to have Sophie's lucky , but she
taught me that you fall in love or make friends with the heart and really know who those people are, I mean to know
them for who they are and not by appearance or lifestyle.A part of this as I read I found several similarities between
Sophie, Molly, Giovanna and even Izzy (haha) and myself of course: First: We all like cakes. Second:
Sophie,Giovanna and Izzy love Jude Law(Who doesn't hehe).Third: Sophie and I like comfortable clothes and the last
one (and cutest)Sophie and Giovanna laugh until snort hehe ;)Thank you for this incredible and lovely book Giovanna,
thanks for making these days I imagined this whole story in my head, thanks for the laughs, the tears, and leave me a
message unforgettable: Follow my dreams!! I look forward to the next book Xx0 of 0 people found the following
review helpful. Enjoyable and very well written novel.By MICHAEL G POTAPOW JRThis book was so well written
by Giovanna Fletcher. It is a beautiful story of a sad young woman who finds friendship and love which helps her
heart heal from such deep sadness. Giovanna touched on so many emotions, that I truly believed I was a part of the

characters lives. Even though I have never experienced what the main character, Sophie had been through, Giovanna
was able to touch so many emotions of love, life and loss that have affected my life. I highly recommend this lovely
novel, and look forward to many more novels from Giovanna Fletcher. I purchased the book on my husband's account,
this is his wife, Tobi.
In this utterly sweet and moving women's fiction novel, a celebrity comes to town and sweeps a young woman - who
is used to being overlooked - off her feet. Sophie May is content with her life in her small English village, working in
the local coffee shop and living with her mom. But when famous actor Billy comes to town to play Mr. Darcy in a new
film adaptation of Pride and Prejudice, Sophie's quiet life is quickly turned on its head. Billy is adored by women
around the world, but he only wants Sophie on his arm. But being with Billy comes at a price, and Sophie is thrown in
the spotlight after years of shying away from attention. Can she handle the constant scrutiny that comes with being
with Billy? Brimming with humor, wit, and genuine warmth, Billy and Me is a book about taking a chance on life and
on love.
ldquo;A gorgeous, gloriously romantic read with buckets of charm - I absolutely loved it!.rdquo; ?Jill Mansell, author
of Don't Want to Miss a Thingldquo;An enchantingly romantic tale, with an irresistible hero and the loveliest heroine;
you'll cross your fingers for them. A modern day fairy tale.rdquo; ?Adele Parks, author of The State We're
Inldquo;Warm and romantic, this charming read will certainly brighten your day.rdquo; ?Closerldquo;Sweetly done,
with tons of charm and genuine warmth.rdquo; ?Daily Starldquo;One juicy read!rdquo; ?Now MagazineAbout the
AuthorGIOVANNA FLETCHER is an actress and freelance journalist who blogs for HELLO! online. She is married
to Tom Fletcher from the band McFly. She grew up in Essex and now lives outside of London with Tom and their son,
Buzz.
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